Design and inspiration
Gyptone ceilings
1.7 Other projects

Reflecting everyday life
Other projects

With light, art and colours one can create very special moods.

In this brochure we have gathered projects which give inspiration on how a normal wall or a ceiling gets a nice expression because one uses it as the backdrop for something special in the room.

Shadows make patterns, light makes reflections and colours can make a nice play in the smooth gypsum which is completely unique for each project.

There are many possibilities and in this brochure you will find inspiration from different places in Europe.
Other projects
Gyptone.com is not just a home page. Here you can find all Gyptone products “live” – see www.gyptone.com – choose the 3D product gallery and you will enter a 3D universe where all our products can be turned around and over, put together with different systems and displayed exactly the way you want them in your project.